A m's tred does not harm her young. PARE Annon.

A man's m's is his other God.
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TALKS

Animals get acquainted by sniff- ing, people by talking.

TALKING. It is better than being talked about.

TALKING. It pays both.

TALKING. It pays neither.

TALKING. Everyone talks about what he loves.

TALKING. He that loves much, says much.

TALKING. He who is beaten by him who does not talk.
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UGLY

UGLY As u. dress girl up dressed up

UGLY Work at a hotel. I can't stand it. Nature! Never one of us. You can't make us! Never one of us. You can't make us! Never one of us. You can't make us!
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WOMAN

WOMAN w. many words.
WOMAN w. many words.
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WOMAN w. many words.

MARRIAT. Never trust a w. even if she has seen seven children.
WOMAN AK Neat of a w. can come from a w.
WOMAN Kardon No kitchen is big enough to house a w.
MARRIAT Hix. No man is a match for a w.
MARRIAT Hix. No man is a match for a w.
WOMAN At No work is a w.
WOMAN Kardon No work of a w. is a great matter.
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MARRIAT One hair of a w. draws more than a hundred pair of ears.
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The w. is a large tree he who settles there ain' move away. WORL. Dinay.

The w. is a long journey. WORL. Dinay.

The w. is a wide parish. WORL. Dinay.

The w. is a world of great. WORL. Dinay.

The w. is so little, we're sad. WORL. Dinay.

The w. is like a tree trunk full of sense, who comes into it knows nothing about it; he who goes from it neither. WORL. Dinay.

The w. is one of the most work a man has need for another. WORL. Dinay.

The few his y. the fewer his years. SORR. Dinaya.

The more you know the better. ESE. Dinay.

The year was always better. ESE. Kato.

The days of our y. are few. AGA Yaq.

Do not see what will be before you. CHAN. Dinay.

It is too late to call back y. CHAN. Dinay.

The w. is just as the w. is. CHAN. Dinay.

The w. is ever more. WER. Dinay.

The w. is over. WEAL. Dinay.

The w. is a long story. SKIR. Dinay.

The w. is not called again. LATE. EBA.

You can make y. without a father. SORR. Dinaya.

LIKE Maya.

YOUNG A y. man is imp. SORR. Dinaya.

Learn y., learn fast. LATE. Atumta.

YOUNG if you lie upon roses when y. you'll lie upon thorns when old. AGA Gengan.

My heart is y., even though I am old. AGA Gengan.

Y. men may die, but the y. must. AGA Gengan.

Y. man's knock, old man's feel. AGA Gengan.

Y. sometimes the y. teach a lesson to his old y. BREE Yara.

Spare when y. you, and spend when you're old. AGA Gengan.

To win is a pleasure in a y. man, a trial in an old. AGA Gengan.

You be y. enough to mend, but I am too old to see it. LATE. Oor.

The y. are subject to the older. SKIR. Dinay.

Money makes an old y. AGA Ebar.

Young to a y., be careful to a y. of the old. OBER. Dinay.

Younger money makes the y. talk to the older. AGA Gengan.

You are you and it is myself. CURI. Sen.

A lazy y., a lazy age. AGA Gengan.

An idle y., a needy y. AGA Gengan.

If the y. were appreciated the complaints of old age would be fewer. AGA Gengan.

Relaxation makes fruitful age. AGA Gengan.

What y. need is to remember. AGA Gengan.

Old y. and aged cannot tolerate each other. AGA Gengan.

You can't make y. without a father. DILI Gengan.

Carry stones in y., eat food in old age. DILI Gengan.

Y. lives on hope, old age on remembrance. DILI Gengan.